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Frequently, in the course of genetic counselling, one is confronted with the task of analysing pedigrees in order to calculate the coefficients of inbreeding [F] and relationship [r] . The classic procedure entails the graphic representation of the pedigree and subsequent summation of relationship pathways [path coefficients] leading to a common ancestor. This method is straightforward when the pedigree in question is relatively simple. However, this technique becomes more complicated, cumbersome, and time consuming in complex pedigrees, containing internal and intersecting loops, where an individual may be a common ancestor by multiple pathways.
This communication describes a procedure that will simplify the calculation of F and r in complex kindreds. The method consists of a non-graphic representation of family data, in propositus'). If the identity of the mother of the paternal grandmother of 'the propositus' is unknown, the space opposite 221 is left unfilled. In the case of common ancestry, the same identification symbol will appear in more than one space. Fig. 1 is a classic graphic representation of an imaginary pedigree, with letters used as identification symbols. Table II is the completed family data form for the same pedigree. The parents of 'the propositus', A and B in Fig. 1 , appear in the spaces 1 and 2 in Calculating coefficient of inbreeding [F] (1) For autosomal loci The contribution of each common ancestor to the coefficient of inbreeding is [1/2]n -1, where n is the total number of digits on both sides of the equation for the particular common ancestor. F then is the sum of the individual contributions of each equation. The third column in Table III lists the values of n-1 (the exponent of [1/2]) for each common ancestor in the pedigree appearing in Fig. 1 (Mange, 1969; Maclean, 1969; Yasuda, 1969) and those applicable to hand calculation (Kudo, 1962; Kudo and Sakaguchi, 1963) .
Computerized techniques demand encoding of data as an input format and access to the necessary machine components before the analysis can be performed. The extreme flexibility of the suggested method yields several distinct advantages over both of the former techniques. It is basically an openended technique, which places no constraint on the interviewer who can easily construct the data form to meet the requirements of any particular pedigree (Table I) In the classic computation of inbreeding coefficients, persons who themselves are inbred and serve as common ancestors demand special attention through a formula given by Wright (1922) 
In all other methods this equation must be invoked. However, in our method, the application of this formula is totally unnecessary as the degree of inbreeding of the common ancestor is automatically accounted for.
Each equation describing a given common ancestor (Table III) contains all the necessary information concerning that pedigree pathway connecting him with the propositus' parents. Such information, at times difficult to obtain from other methods, may be extremely useful when calculating F values in different intersecting pedigrees with one or more common ancestors that may contain propositi manifesting the same hereditary trait. That particular common ancestor who introduced the segregating gene into the various pedigrees is easily identifiable by searching the column headed 'common ancestor' (Table III) 
